Product Feature Sheet
Clay Paky Alpha Beam 1500
For more information on this fixture please go to www.Claypaky.it
Fixture Name:Fixture Type:-

Clay Paky Alpha Beam 1500
Moving Yoke Beam unit

DMX Channels:DMX In/Out:-

24 or 28
3 or 5 pin XLR

Lamp Type:Peak Output:Colour Temp:-

Osram HTI 1500w/60/P50 Lok-it
135,000 lumens
6000k

Weight:Dimensions:-

40 Kgs
488mm(L) x 480mm(W) x 846mm(H)

Consumption:Fuse:-

8.3 Amps
Bipolar circuit breaker

Rotating gobo size:- 37.5mm outside diam. 25mm Max image diam.
Fixed gobo size:- 31.5mm outside diam. 23mm Max image diam.

Features and Applications
The Alpha Beam 1500 is extremely fast: in a moment, it points at the stage, then at the audience, then
up into the sky at open-air events.
It can be an exciting blinder or striking dynamic colour-changing sky tracker. For this reason, the
Alpha Beam 1500 has already become the star of world famous events, such as the inauguration
ceremonies of large shows, international sporting events, and concerts by famous artists.
The Alpha Beam 1500 is the only beam moving light that can also become a washlight or a spotlight.
Its colour-engine (CMY mixing, special colour wheel and CTO) and gradual frost diffusion support,
make it an excellent narrow-angle washlight, ideal at large venues, arenas and stadia.
Colour mixing:Colour Wheel:-

CMY subtractive colour mixing
6 fixed colours including CTO + open on an interchangeable wheel

Gobo Wheel 1:Gobo Wheel 2:-

6 rotating bidirectional and indexable interchangeable gobo’s + open
8 fixed and indexable interchangeable gobo’s + open with shake effect

Prism:-

3 x rotating Prisms. 5 facet, 3D and comet effect.

Focus:-

4º standard beam with electronic focusing

Diffuser:-

3 x Linear frosts on dedicated channels

Iris:-

High-Speed 16 blade Mechanical Iris.

Dimmer:-

Hybrid dimmer (100-50% electronic; 50% to zero mechanical)

Shutter:-

Strobing and stop effect

Movement:-

450º Pan, 252º Tilt with automatic repositioning

